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MODERN MOTORCYCLE COMPANY WE ARE OPEN AND FULLY OPERATIONAL DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC WE ARE OPEN AND FULLY OPERATIONAL DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC WE ARE OPEN AND FULLY OPERATIONAL DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC WE ARE
OPEN AND FULLY OPERATIONAL DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC WE ARE OPEN AND FULLY OPERATIONAL DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC STOCKISTS MOTOGADGET, FIRESTONE, Antigravity, Nitroheads, Easyriders, Posh, Daytona, DEI, EMGO ... much more. Melbourne as a
city is in absolute pain to be a commuter in challenging with traffic, finding parking and usually keeping your senses is helluva much easier if you travel on two wheels instead of four. When it comes to finding the right custom motorcycles, Melbourne has got you covered. The 6 best custom motorcycle
stores in Melbourne (in no particular order) can provide you with a customized motorcycle that is perfect for you. Fans of American produce, European fabricators or Asian craftsmen will always be loyal to their respective producers. However, if you're looking for something that reflects your personality a
bit more, then custom motorcycles on our list offer one-of-a-kind makes that suit your every need. Weekend warriors, casual commuters or casual riding enthusiast when it comes to custom motorcycles, Melbourne is something for everyone. You'll also like: Riding on the cause: We Chat to Distinguished
Gentleman's Ride founder Mark Hawwa Some LessEr Known Italian Motorcycles Robbie Maddison's Record Motorcycle Drop 1. MidLife Cycles Mid Life Cycles has established an independent motorcycle service, repair, parts and accessories business employing professional and qualified technicians
who are in the showroom, then staffed by experienced enthusiasts. The shop boasts a classic motorcycle renovation and builds a range of custom bikes – café riders, bobbers, scrapers, dirt fins and other dishes that combine art and style. As a Melbourne specialist at Royal Enfield and MV Augusta
dealers, fans of European makes and models should give them once more, I know I will. MidLife Cycles sell some of the stunning custom motorcycles Melbourne has to offer. Address: 24-28 Cremorne Street, Cremorne (Richmond), Melbourne VIC 3121 Phone: +61 3 9421 3765 Trading Hours: Mon-Fri 8-
5.30pm, Sat 9pm-4pm 2pm JDC Customs has made a name for itself as one of Melbourne's best and consistently performed bike maker. Catering and adjusting to each customer in terms of their respective tastes, needs and preferences, but not straying attention to the details of attention separates it as
being an industry full of have-nots. In addition to building bikes from the ground up, JDC Customs offers its customers top-notch services and repairs that use the best parts in the industry. Address: 41 Interlink Drive, Craigieburn, Melbourne VIC 3064 Phone: +61 92190778 Trading hours: Mon-Fri
Saturday 9-1 3pm. Antique Motorcycles When it comes to custom motorcycles, Melbourne has many options to choose from. Transforming a motorcycle to better suit your needs and tastes is essentially the backbone of the antique motorcycles business. With staff experts in mechanics who have years of
experience with their belts, the store keeps it simple. By changing colors, cosmetic parts, or integral ingredients, their builders are helping Melbourne riders improve the way they drive. Using the best materials and components, they can customize cafes for riders, shredders and bobbers with accuracy and



integrity. Address: 1 Grange Road, Cheltenham, Melbourne VIC 3192 Phone: +61 418 340 055 Trading Hours: Mon-Thu 7-4:30pm, Fri-Sat 7-1, Sun 8-8 4pm. Bikecraft Custom Streetbikes When it comes to producing and customizing some of the most impressive two-wheeled machines, the boys at
Bikecraft Custom Streetbikes know what they're doing. It's not easy to become one of Melbourne's most famous and loved (award-winning) motorcycle builders, but these guys have achieved it. All while maintaining an emergency service for your customers. In addition to the above building services, the
store is also a stockist of some of the best bicycle accessories from reputable local and international brands. Address: 53 Governor Road, Mordialloc, Melbourne VIC 3195 Phone: +61 3 9587 5554 Trading Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30-5:30pm, Saturday 9:30-12:30pm 5pm AA Custom Cycles Once you have
gained 25 years of mechanical engineering, engineering and electrical experience, it seems only right that you should share that with the world. Andrew from AA Custom Cycles does this with skill and panache. Customizing Harley Davidson's is not an easy thing to do well, but consistently, AA Custom
Cycles proves that they deserve to be on the list of the best custom motorcycle builders in Melbourne. For those of you who want to have a machine that performs to the best of your abilities over and over again, look no further than this Derrimut builder. AA Custom Cycles could be the maddest custom
motorcycles Melbourne has to offer. Address: 1/72 Makland Drive, Derrimut, Melbourne VIC 3030 Phone: +61 419 561 666 Trading Hours: Mon-Fri 9-5, Sat 9:30-2000 Creating a business from the passion of one man, Iron Custom Heads Motorcycles ends our list on a high note. Focusing on providing the
best customer service is what makes this builder so good. What makes the motorcycle shop great is the consistently performing and beautifully designed bikes that leave the store. With a global network of partner stores and suppliers, Iron Executives take the time to find the parts that are perfect for your
machine. Even if you're not a rider you're always welcome in the store to check out what's new and pick up the latest clothes. Iron Heads Custom Motorcycles is one of the epic motorcycle shops Melbourne is due to deliver. Address: Unit 3, 174-180 Old Geelong Road, Hoppers Crossing, Melbourne VIC
3029 Phone: +61 3 9749 0379 Trading Hours: 8-5, Sat 8-12 You also like: Riding with reason: We Chat distinguished Gentleman's Ride founder Mark Hawwa Some Lesser Known Italian Motorcycles Robbie Maddison's Record Motorbike Drop Shipping Fast Australia Wide Australian Owned &amp;
Operated WE OFFERD SERVICES NO COMPLETE BUILDS THROUGH TO MAINTENANCE &amp; TYRE SERVICE LEARN MORE PARTS, GEAR &amp; ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE IN STORE &amp;amp; ONLINE store will now see what sets in the US and what has made US PERTH's PREMIER
CUSTOM BUILDER read more Check out what's going on and what happened is being created. Follow our blog and join our mailing list to keep up with the latest news. GET EXCLUSIVE DEALS YOU WONT FIND ANYWHERE ELSE STRAIGHT TO YOUR INBOX! Page 2 MOTORCYCLE PARTS AND
ACCESSORIES Our goal is to create a difference between life and a sense of life. 1047 BOURKE ST, WATERLOOSYDNEY, AUSTRALIA | 02 9698 4433PEN FOR BUSINESSMON - FRI 08-5 | SAT 9 -5 I did a ton of research on all bike builders in and around Sydney. I chose 3 and talked to the last 2
customers they built bikes and the team gasoline was really transparent with everything. I wanted a Harley scrambler created from a 1200 sportster donor bike. I had all my references sorted out and the guys did an incredible job, innovated a bunch of stuff I didn't have to both of. In terms of budget,
process and engagement was incredible. Couldn't be happier. Wow!! Amazing customer service! These guys are super friendly and helpful! I live in Byron, and the Gasoline Motor Co. team went all-out to get their dream scooter all the way to the top here! Extremely generous in my communication and
support, I felt confident and supported throughout the process. And even now – 3 months later, if I ever have a question, they are just too happy to talk. Who guests most liked: Hey guys, Thanks very much for the oil filter and instrument, came here in my tiny little country village in the Snow Mountains just
when you said it would. Great service. Cheers, There is only an aquired bike and pleased, I've found a reliable source of parts. Inside look at the Scorpio build Click here at the VX800 Cafe Racer Click here, the Buying Cafe Racer Parts Café Racer look is forever related to 1960s London. The magic
engine size was 650cc and long tanks, short seats, clip-ons and loud exhausts were in order for the day. Café Racers (or better rockers) wore black studded jackets with drain pipes in dark blue jeans and heavy boots. The end of the story. Folklore around the genre, such as record racers, bikers allegedly
racing from one point to another, before the record of a juke box finished spinning, is largely urban myths. At the very core of Café Racer, it took rebellious youngsters to cut the excess cycle parts of their daily rides, transforming them into stretched pseudo racers who emulated the appearance of TT
winners of the old. Did they wind on it shaking, rattling, vibrating lake, bonnies, newt and tribsas around knees north circular, breaking the magic ton before they got to the next café? Damn well, they did. Bicycles and their riders were the stuff of legends, so is it any wonder that looks still go strong more
than 50 years later as the new generation of Café Racer stamp their mark on the genre? So, ok you've decided that you're focused on this style of bike, but need a little inspiration, the first thing to do is some research on the search engine of your choice. Don't sell yourself short and think it's just copying
someone else's ideas. The trick is, use another Café Racer builds as a springboard for ideas for your ride. Next, being realistic with your expectations in terms of budget, practicality and accessibility, remember you've still got to be able to afford it and ride it. It's also a good time to take a serious look at
your particular motorcycle too. There is nothing to really stop you from Café Racing for anything (just look at the Ducati Scrambler Café Racer!), but of course some bikes will be easier to convert than others. Unless you're going to get the angle grinder and welder out, things like frame design and cycle
parts will greatly affect the finished look. Basically, the Café Racer conversion will fall into five areas, namely tank, seat, steering, footrests and exhaust. These are obviously just cosmetic changes, but like every aspect of customization, the difference from mild to wild is just down to the depth of your
pockets. Round on now, you have to be ready to start hunting down parts, but unlike me, when I went through this exact same process to my 1968 T120 Bonnie (this includes wading through piles of scraps stocked in a friend's garages and sheds) we now have the Internet, so let's take a good look at just
what is available online in terms of quality, value for money and availability. Cafe Racer Parts Europe Acecaferacerparts.com we seem to be taking good care of Western Europe and the first is . Not to be confused with Ace Café in London, this online shop is located in the Netherlands. It is a goldmine of
very elegant and well made looking accessories ranging from classic Ceriani front forks at a whopping 2,375 euros to very sensible aluminum back sets ranging from 125 euros. While you're clicking around on the site check out the seat and tank section. Single seat units look great and are made
universal fit and special models bmw. Although they give sizes, it would be nice to see a pic from under the seat to give a better idea of the fit. This also applies to fuel tanks, although in this case most seem to have been made to conform to a particular model. There is a helpline available after 7:00 or an
entire day Saturday and their return policy looks straight ahead too. Caferacerseats.co.uk is the only online shop based in Sheffield UK that trades under the name Complete Café Racer. As well as In the fiberglass Café Racer parts itself, owner Tony Garnham-Parks is building some cracker looking bikes
using his parts. Interestingly, they produce a series of fiberglass tank covers that give you a classic shape, but fit into a smaller inner tank. Shipping to the UK mainland is free and they ship to the rest of the world. Feedback from their Facebook page looks positive with lots of updates and workshop pics of
ongoing projects. Britishbikebits.com With a legacy going back to 1978, Burton Bike Biti is one of a dying breed of old fashioned British bicycle shops that has made a successful leap to become an online store, offering a staggering 30,000 parts www.britishbikebits.com/cafe-racer-parts. Selling just about
every engine and frame replacement you can imagine triumph, BSA, Royal Enfield and Norton, as well as Hinckley Triumphs, their range is staggering and the website easy to navigate. Once again, they've got a Facebook page, so have a look around and check out customer reviews and store updates.
Kickstartershop.de don't worry www.kickstartershop.de/ in Germany because there's a row of flags along the top of the front page that translates into place in five languages. It was also nice to see Café Racer parts host Japanese bikes ranging from a custom seat for your Honda CX500 to a bang updated
face lift kits for your Yamaha XV950. Check out their Kickstarter Blog to find the top of the page, it's all in German, but there are some great vids posted. Cafe Racer Parts DIMECITYCYCLES.COM Over the other side of the pond dime City Cycles www.dimecitycycles.com/ take care of the triumph of all
Japanese brands, not just Café Racers. There's a lot to click around, including a gallery of customer bikes that are good to see what ingredients look in situ. Cognitomoto.com Cognito Moto in Virginia operates a very slick looking site keeping a page after a page of seriously cool processed custom Café
Racer parts like triple staples that allow you to mount USD GSXR forks on your BMW. There's a slideshow of their builds as a display on various biker sites on the web and the cash ing page says they offer international delivery. Lossagenineering.com former custom car and truck builders, Lossa
Engineering of California will now build custom bikes including Café Racers. They also form a series of parts that can be ordered as a kit for a particular bike or separately. Oldbikebarn.com Old Bike Barn may not have some other more specific Café Racer-driven stores, but they do cool production parts
like whole seam frame tabs. Don't sound like a big deal until you try to find someone to buy. But now you know where to get them. Cafe Racer Parts Australia/Pacific Thirdgear.com.au you thought Café Racers were keeping Europe and the US, think again. They're like nuts on them Down as we are.
Third Gear may not have a Café Racer special section on their site, but typing it into a search engine gets you all the gear you need. Caferacershop.com.au in Australia but going to Queensland, Café Racer Shop not only builds bikes to order and sells after-sales accessories, but also sells a range of
motorcycles from Skyteam. Ace 125 is a retro version of Honda's iconic RC110 road race from the early 1960's, check it out at Purpose Built Moto Another Cool Shop from Down Under: Purpose Built Moto from Tom Gilroy. Both the custom workshop and the order parts manufacturer. Tom creates a
small series of top-quality parts such as LED lights, micro switches, stainless steel mufflers and CNC triple clamps. Go ahead and take a look: Before you start buying Cafe Racer parts on the market for some parts of Café Racer but can't get them on the site, then chances are you'll be able to order them
online. However, there are some rules to follow when you do. First, if it's an online store, see if they have a social media presence like a blog or Facebook and check out all the feedback they have from previous customers. Something else to look after is if they update their pages regularly, if they do so
usually means they're internet savvy and good with communication. Sooner or later, it's inevitable that you'll end up on eBay, even if it's just a price comparison. I've been down this road myself many times and with a few exceptions, have been happy with my purchases. But, and that's very obvious, but,
you know, there's a whole lot of badly made tat just waiting for you to hit Buy it now. If in doubt move, or at least check out the seller's feedback, all the info you need to make an informed decision is right there if you look. It's a great place to buy smaller, cheaper items like handlebars, speedos and
blinkers. But remember, quality can be an issue. Plus, return is not always easy, especially if the seller is in China. The same thing happens when ordering from other places like Alibaba.com, where nine times out of ten you have to make multiples. It's a sad fact that the Internet is teeming with cheap
imitation of famous branded items and since it used to be mainly focused on designer handbags and clothing, now more unscrupulous manufacturers from the Far East will turn their hands on anything, and this includes custom bicycle parts. Done right, Café Racers' legacy looks seriously cool and is fun
to ride so if you get a ton-up fever, just do it, but all I will say is, Caveat Emptor (Buyer Beware). These ancient Romans might not have known what it was like to make a sweeping bend stretched over a 5 gallon aluminum tank, but they knew the witty deal when they saw one. Gear up and a ton up! PS.
Ready to start building your own café racing? šo rokasgrāmatu! Low Budget Cafe Racer - Low Budget Cafe Racer - - in this post I'll try to inspire a café racing enthusiast to start working on his Low Budget Cafe Racer. Café riders come in many different settings and prices, from bikes to $1,000 and even
up to $60,000 (like the CX500 Café Racer from Sacha Lakic). I think it's not necessary... Low budget café racing CB750So you want to café racing on a budget, this CB750 is a great inspiration. Many of the original details are still on the bike, and the changes are minor. But when you see this bike you still
get a 100% café racing feeling. That is... 8 Step Café Racer Building PlanCool! Are you looking for a café racing construction plan? Want to start with your café racing project or maybe you've already started? Off of course, you don't want your project to end up as an unfinished project on the
announcements website... This may be a little cliché, but remember: if you ... You are...
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